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Overview of the proposed 30 minutes CLA’20 talk
We describe a simple but effective method to train neural networks as theorem provers for an inter-

esting logic language fragment, via combinatorial generation algorithms and the Curry-Howard isomor-
phism between lambda terms and formulas corresponding to their types.

Linear Logic [2] when used as a resource-control mechanism constrains the use of formulas avail-
able as premises in a proof. Its powerful proof mechanism is known to be Turing-complete even in
the propositional case. Our talk will focus on generating all theorems of a given size for a restricted
set of formulas, the Implicational fragment of Propositional Intuitionistic Linear Logic (IPILL), corre-
sponding to principal types of lambda terms in normal form. In its simplest form, the Curry-Howard
isomorphism [3] connects the implicational fragment of propositional intuitionistic logic with types in
the simply typed lambda calculus. A low polynomial type inference algorithm associates a type (when it
exists) to a lambda term. Harder (PSPACE-complete, see [6]) algorithms associate inhabitants to a given
type expression with the resulting lambda term (typically in normal form) serving as a witness for the
existence of a proof for the corresponding tautology.

To train neural networks as theorem provers via the Curry-Howard isomorphism we need to effi-
ciently generate all theorems of a given size in the implicational fragment of propositional intuitionistic
linear logic, with help from their lambda term couterparts.

We start by filtering for linearity the proof terms associated by a Prolog-based theorem prover for
Implicational Intuitionistic Logic. This works, but using for each formula a PSPACE-complete algorithm
limits it to very small formulas. We take a few back and forth walks over the bridge between proof
terms and theorems, provided by the Curry-Howard isomorphism, and derive step-by-step an efficient
algorithm requiring a low polynomial effort per generated theorem. The resulting Prolog program runs in
O(N) space for terms of size N and generates in a few hours 7,566,084,686 theorems in IPILL, together
with their proof terms.

We will explain our results in terms of a size-preserving bijection between linear lambda terms in
normal form and their principal types. The bijection, first proven in [4] and given a geometric interpre-
tation in [7], has been instrumental in deriving the optimal final form of our term/formula pair generator.
It is proven in [7] by exhibiting a reversible transformation of oriented edges in the tree describing the
linear lambda term in normal form, into corresponding oriented edges in the tree describing the linear
implicational formula, acting as its principal type.

Thus, by generating all typable linear lambda terms of in normal form size N, we obtain, for free, a
generator for all corresponding IPILL theorems of size N.

The figure below shows a lambda term normal form and its corresponding linear type (where we
label lambda nodes with l, application nodes with a, linear implication nodes with -o and lambda and
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type variables with uppercase letters).
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The dataset, containing generated theorems of several sizes and their proof-terms in postfix form, is
available at http://www.cse.unt.edu/~tarau/datasets/lltaut/ and can be used for correctness,
performance and scalability testing for linear logic theorem provers.

More importantly, we show that the formula/proof-term pairs in the dataset are usable to test if deep-
learning systems can perform a fairly interesting theorem proving task, a topic of growing interest in
deep learning [5, 1]. When trained via a seq2seq algorithm with an LSTM recurrent neural network on
encodings of theorems and their proof-terms, the resulting model performs unusually well when tested
on unseen formula/proof-term pairs.

Our experiments with training Recurrent Neural Networks using our implicational linear logic theo-
rem dataset are available at: https://github.com/ptarau/neuralgs .
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